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Abstract 
Martinez, J.M., Quasi-Newton methods for solving underdetermined nonlinear simultaneous equations, Journal 
of Computational and Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 171-190. 
We analyze iterative processes of type xk+’ = xk - +(x k, Ek)F(xk) for solving F(x) = 0, F: W” + Rm, m < n. 
Parameters Ek are updated at each iteration using least-change secant update procedures. We prove local, linear 
and superlinear convergence results. We introduce two new superlinearly convergent methods of this type, and 
one linearly convergent Quasi-Newton generalization of Cimmino’s parallel algorithm for solving linear systems. 
Some numerical experiments are presented. 
Keywords: Nonlinear systems, Quasi-Newton methods, local convergence. 
1. Introduction 
Let us consider the problem of finding x E R” such that 
F(x) = 0, (1.1) 
where F is a C’ nonlinear R” + R” function, m < n. The case m = n is extensively treated in 
the literature (see [10,27,30], etc.), but the underdetermined case (m -c n) has received relatively 
little attention in the last 25 years. In fact, only in 1983, Meyn [26] gave a sufficient local 
convergence condition for iterations of fixed-point type (xk+l = G(xk)). Meyn’s condition states 
that, given a fixed point u,, of the nonlinear mapping G, a sufficient condition for local linear 
convergence to a point in a neighborhood of u0 is that the norm of G’( u,,) is less than one, 
restricted to the orthogonal subspace to the manifold of solutions on u,,. Martinez and De 
Sampaio [23] and Martinez [22] used Meyn’s ideas to prove, respectively, the convergence of 
Cimmino-type [6] methods and optimal projection methods for solving 
ear systems. 
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In this paper we analyze the behavior of iterations of type 
Xk+l = Xk - +(.-& &)P(xk), (I-2) 
for solving (1.1). Here, parameters Ek lie on an arbitrary linear space X, and + is a continuous 
function from R” x X to lRnxm. Ek+l is obtained projecting Ek on a linear manifold in X which 
may reflect secant type conditions (see [9-113, etc.) and structural properties of true Jacobian 
matrices. 
In Section 2, we prove local convergence results for iterations of type (1.2). Briefly speaking, 
given an ideal iteration, related to the manifold of solutions, whose rate of convergence is r* < 1, 
we state, via bounded deterioration principles (see [S,S,lO,ll]), the conditions under which (1.2) 
converges with a linear rate arbitrarily close to r *. Moreover, we are able in some cases to prove 
superlinear convergence results. 
In Section 3 we introduce two superlinear and one linear convergent methods of type (1.2). 
The first two may be viewed as generalizations of well-known methods for square nonlinear 
systems, namely Broyden’s first method [3], Broyden-Schubert’s sparse method [4,25,29], Powell’s 
symmetric Broyden’s method [28], Marwil-Toint’s method [24,31], etc. Therefore, the ideal 
iteration associated to these methods is a Newton iteration, and so, r* = 0 and superlinear 
convergence is obtained. The third algorithm introduced in Section 3 is a Quasi-Newton version 
of the method of Cimmino [6] for solving nonlinear systems. The set of equations F(x) = 0 is 
divided into q blocks and the current point X“ is projected simultaneously on linear approxima- 
tions of the corresponding q manifolds. The matrices which define these linear manifolds are 
updated from one iteration to the following one using least-change secant procedures (see [9,10]) 
and ~“+r is a convex combination of those projections. 
We think that finding interior points for feasible regions of mathematical programming 
problems is one of the most promising applications for the kind of algorithms we are introducing 
in this paper. Accordingly, we performed some numerical experiments concerning the two first 
algorithms of Section 3 on linear feasibility problems which were transformed into nonlinear 
ones in order to eliminate bounds on the variables. These experiments are described in Section 4. 
Finally, in Section 5 we state some conclusions and suggest some lines for future research. 
2. Main results 
General hypotheses 
Let F: fiO C R” + R”, m G n, FE C’( ii’,), ii’, an open, convex and bounded set. We denote 
by J the Jacobian matrix of F. Assume 
.Y,= {xE&]F(x)=O} ZB, 
and rank[ J( u)] = m for all u ~9~. Let M, p > 0 be such.that for all x E a,,, u EYE, 
IJ(x)-J(u)1 <Mlx-ulP, (2.1) 
where 1 - 1 denotes the 2-norm and its subordinate norms on matrix spaces. 
Lemma 2.1. For all x, z E 52,, u EJ“,, 
IF(Z)-F(X)-J(u)(z-x)1 <MIz-xl max{ Ix--ulpy Iz-uIp). (2.2) 
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Proof. See [5, Lemma 3.11. Cl 
Let X be a finite-dimensional linear space,_with a norm ]I . 11, asscciated with an inner 
product (-, m), d a continuous function from 9’r to X. Therefore, a( YI) is compact, and so, 
a( Yr) is bounded. Assume that there exists an L > 0 such that 
II++G,)II ~Ll~l-4p (2.3) 
for all f+, ua EsPr. 
Define u : ii?, + Yl such that 
u(x)=argmin{ IX-U] ]uESP~}, (2.4) 
Sz, being an open set contained in 52,. 
That is, u(x) is the solution of the optimization problem: 
minimize lx--u1 
subject to ZJ E.91. 
Of course, u may not be defined for all x E 52,. However if u,., E .YI, it is easy to see, using 
standard Lagrange multiplier theory, the implicit function theorem and some additional hy- 
potheses like FE C2(s2,), that u is well-defined and continuous in an open ball B( uO, co). 
Therefore, 9, = u-‘( 9, n B( uO, Q)) is an open set contained in a,,, which satisfies u(x) E 52, 
for all x E Sz,. 
For our purposes it is enough to assume that u(x), defined by (2.4), is well-defined and 
continuous for all x E 9,. 
Lagrange multiplier theory implies that 
x-u(x)E9(J(u(x))T) (2.5) 
for all x E Sz, (see [22,26]). Throughout the paper S?(A) denotes the subspace spanned by the 
columns of the matrix A. 
The following lemma concerning the relation between FJ x) and x - u(x) will be useful later. 
From now on we assume, without loss of generality, that s2, C 9,. 
Lemma 2.2. If the diameter of 9, is small enough, there exists p > 0 such that, for all x E ,(2,, 
+1x-u(x)/ < IF( GPIX--v(x)l. (2.6) 
Proof. Equation (2.6) is an easy consequence of the inequalities 
IFb>l ~[lJ(u(x))l+Mlx-u(x)lPl Ix-+>I, 
which follows from (2.2) and 
which follows from (2.2) and (2.5). 0 
From now on, we assume that the diameter of Q, is such that the inequality (2.6) holds. 
Let ~:G?,XJV~-+R”~~ a continuous function such that 
IV- G(UY +W(n)l IW(J(“jT) I G r* < 1 (2.7) 
for all u E 9’r f~ Sz,, where MI is an open set which contains a( 2,). 
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Let us observe that (2.7) implies that rank [+( u, 8(u))] = m for all u E Y1 n fii. In fact, if 
rank [+(u, 8(u))] < m, there exists o E R”, w#O, such that +(u, b(u))w=O. But J(u)J(u)~ 
is nonsingular, so 0 = J( u)J( U)~W with o’ # 0. Therefore (I - +( u, a( u))J( u))J( u)~w’ = 
J( u)~o’, contradicting (2.7). 
The following theorem is the first fundamental result of this paper. 
Theorem 2.3. Let r E (r *, l), u0 an arbitrary point on 9, n 9,. There exct (small enough) open 
neighborhoods 52, and s2 of uO and N, an open neighborhood of E(Y), such that, defining 
9= 9’; n 52,, s2 c u-'( 9'), I+( y, E) 1 is uniformly bounded, and 
Ix-$(y, E)F(x)-o(x)1 <rlx-o(x)1 
for all x, y E s2, E E JV. 
(2.8) 
Proof. Since we may choose D and JV such that a c 9, and PC JV;, the uniformly bounded- 
ness of I+( y, E) I is proved. 
Now, let us set 
Ix-+(Y, E)J'b)-u(x)I<4+4, 
where 
4 = Ix - h44 e4mIx)) - 44 I> 
4 = I[+b>, ebb>>) - +(Y, E)l J’(x) 1. 
Now, 
A,<A3+A4, 
where 
A, = Ix - G(ub>, ++)>)Jbb))b - U(X)) - u(x) I) 
A, = I dub), +b>)) I I J’(x) -Jbb))b- u(x)) I. 
But, by (2.5) and (2.7), 
A,<r*]x-u(x)], 
and, by (2.2), 
IF(x)-J(u(x))(x-u(x))1 <~lx-u(x)lP+‘. 
Moreover, 
A,<&+&, 
where 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
A,= I+(u(x>, E@(x))) -9(u,, +c,)) 1 IF(x) 1, 
A,= I+(uo, oh_,)) - +(Y, E) I I F(x) I. 
Thus, by (2.6) we have, 
A, =G P I +( u(x), +(x))) - +(u,> g(u,)) I Ix - o(x) 17 (2.11) 
-~&PI+&,, I) - +(Y, E) I Ix - U(X) I) (2.12) 
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where, by the continuity of 8, C#I and u, I+( u( x), c?( u( x))) - $I( uo, a( uo)) 1 may be made as 
small as desired, taking 52, small enough. 
Finally, taking Q, and N small enough, we can also make I$( uo, c?( u,,)) - +( y, E) 1 
arbitrarily small, so that the proof is complete using (2.9)-(2.12). 0 
Now, for all x, z E 0, let us define V = V( x, z) a linear manifold contained in X. We assume 
that whenever ( z - u(x) I G I x - u(x) 1, there exists E E V(x, z) such that 
II E - 444) II =G Cl Ix - 44 I p* (2.13) 
Let us call P,,(E) the projection of E on V( x, z). Axiom (2.13) allows us to prove the following 
bounded deterioration principle (see [5,7,8,10,11]). 
Lemma 2.4. There exists c2 > 0 such that 
llL(E) -+b>> II G HE-ebb)) II +c,Ix--v(x) I’ 
fora//EEX, x, ZEL’, Iz-u(x)1 6 Ix-u(x)I. 
Proof. Let us write ,$ = P,,( c?( u( x))). Now, 
II P,,(E) -+b)) II G II P,,(E) -i II + II i -++)> II. 
But g E V(x, z) and P,. is a projection. Hence, 
II P,,(E) - i II G II E- i II G II E - +J(x)> II + II i - +b>> II. 
Therefore, by (2.13), (2.15) and (2.16) 
II P,,(E) -ebb)> II G II E- @U(X)> II +2 II i - @U(X)> II 
< llE-b(u(x))lI+2c,lx-o(x)lP. 
Thus, (2.14) is proved. q 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
With the above definitions in mind, the main algorithm of this paper may be defined as 
follows. 
Algorithm 2.5. Given x0 E D an arbitrary initial point, E. E JV, we define, for all k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , 
X 
k+l = Xk 
- +( Xk, Ek)F(xk), 
E k+l = P,,,,+I( E,). 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Now, we are able to prove a local linear convergence theorem for Algorithm 2.5. 
Theorem 2.6. Let r, uo, G?,, 1(2, Y and JV be as in Theorem 2.3. Then, there exist E, 6 > 0 such 
that, if x0 E .S?( uo, E) and II E, - a( u(x’)) 11 < 6, th e sequence generated by (2.17), (2.18) is 
well-defined, satisfies 
lx 
k+l _ 
u(xk)l Gr(xk-u(xk)I, (2.19) 
E,E./V (2.20) 
for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and converges to some point on 9, at an R-linear rate at least equal to r. 
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Proof. Choose 6 > 0 such that 
(2.21) 
and 6, > 0 such that 
{EEJqWEb(.Y), j[E-E’II KS} CJV. (2.22) 
The existence of 6, is guaranteed by elementary properties of compact sets in metric spaces. 
Finally, let 6 > 0 be such that 
6+ 
( c2 + 2PLrP)eP 
1 -rp 
4,. 
Let US prove by induction on k that: 
Xk E 52, 
E,Ex, 
x k + ’ is well-defined, 
IX k+l-~(~k)l <rIxk-u(xk)I, 
IXk- u(x”) I < rk I x0 - u(x”) I < t-4, 
2E 
IXk- - x01 G l_r’ 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
IIEk - g( u(x”)) 11~ 6 + ( c2 + 2pLrp)(l + rp + - - - +rp(k-l))cp 
<a+ 
(c2 + 2PLrP)cP 
l-rP ’ 
(2.30) 
and, for j = 0, 1,. . . , k, 
Iv(xk)-xXiI g Ixj-u(xj)l(l+2r+ **. +2rkei), 
Iu(xk)-u(xj)I < lxj-u(x’)I(2r+ me. +2rkei), 
IXk- xq < Ixj- u(xj) I(1 + 2r + - - - +2rkpip1 + rkei), 
IXk- u(x”) I <rk-jIxi-u(xJ’) 1, 
IXk- xi I < ri I x0 - u(x”)l(1+2r+ ... + 2rkpie1 + rk-j) < Z&Y&. 
For k = 0, (2.24) is trivial by (2.21). Now, x0 E D implies that u(x’) ~9. Thus, 
E(u(xO)) E&(Y) c&P). 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
But II E, - 8( u(x”)) II < 6, so E, E & by (2.22), (2.23). Finally, by Theorem 2.3, x1 is well-de- 
fined, and (2.27) is satisfied. The assertions (2.28)-(2.35) are trivial for k = 0. 
Assume now that (2.24)-(2.35) hold for some k 2 0. Let us prove these statements for k + 1. 
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By the inductive hypothesis, xk+’ is well-defined and 1 xk+’ - u(xk) 1 < r 1 xk - o(xk) I. Let 
us first prove that xk+ * E 52. In fact, by (2.27), (2.31), (2.34), 
Ix 
k+l 
-x01 < IXk+l -u(xk)~+~u(xk)-xO~ 
<rIxk- u(x”) I + 1x0- U(X”) I(1 +2r+ ... +2rk) 
kfl <r 1x0- u(x0)I+(1+2r+ *** +2rk)IX0-U(X0)I 
<r(l+2r+ 0.. +2rk+rk+l)q&. 
Therefore, 
IX k+l - u. 1 < ( Xk+l - x0 I + I x0 - u. I < 
i 
2C 
X k+1Es9 uo, r+ l_r c52. 
1 
Now, let us prove that Ek+l E./V. By (2.14), (2.28), (2.30), 
(1 Ek+l -s(U(Xk))Il~IIEk-Q(u(Xk))II+C21Xk-U(Xk)IP 
<s+(c,+2%p)(1+YP+ 0.. +rP(k-‘+P+C2rPkCP 
<a+ (c,+2%!,rP)(1 +rP+ *** +rPk)cp 
<a+ 
( c2 + 2PW) EP 
l-rP . 
But xk E 1(2, so u(xk) E 9, &‘( u(xk)) E a( 9). Therefore, by (2.22) and (2.23), we deduce that 
E k+l Ex. 
Now, by Theorem 2.3 and the fact that xk+’ E 52, Ek+, EN, we have that xk+’ = xk+’ - 
+(xk+‘, Ek+i)F(Xk+‘) is well-defined, and 
IX 
k+2 _ 
u(Xk+l) ) <r IXk+l - u(Xk+l) 1. 
Therefore (2.26) and (2.27) are also proved. 
Let us now prove (2.29) and (2.31)-(2.35), for k + 1 instead of k. The assertions (2.31)-(2.35) 
are trivial if j = k + 1. So, let us restrict ourselves to the case j G k. 
Now, by the definition of u, (2.27), (2.31) and (2.34), 
14,x k+l) - xi l < l u(Xk+l) - Xk+l l + l Xk+l - U(X”) l + 1 U(X”) - x-j l 
<21Xk+’ --U(Xk)~+~X~-u(XJ’)~(1+2r+ *** +2rk-‘) 
<2rk+‘-qXj-u(X/‘)I+(1+2r+ *** +2rk-j)IXj-U(X-I’)I 
=(1+2r+ *** +2rk+i-j)IXj-u(xj)I. 
Therefore, (2.31) is proved. 
Let us prove (2.32) for k + 1 instead of k. By the definition of u, (2.27), (2.32) and (2.34), 
I u(Xk+l ) - u(x’) I < I u(Xk+l) - Xk+l I + IXk+l - u(x”) I + I U(X”) - u(x’) ( 
,(2rjxk- u(x”) I + Ix’-u(x’) I(2r+ * * * +2&j) 
< 2r k+l-J Ixj- u(xj)I+(2r+ --. +2rk-j)IXj-u(Xj)) 
= Ixj- u(x’) 1(2r + -. - +2rk+‘-j). 
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Let us prove (2.33). By the inductive hypotheses related to (2.27) (2.33) and (2.34), we have: 
Ix 
k+l 
-xii < ~Xk-xq+~Xk-U(Xk)~+~Xk+l-U(Xk)~ 
< Ixi- u(x’) I(1 + 2r + . . . +2rk-j-’ + rk-j) + (1 + r) I Xk - u(x”) I 
< Ixj- u(x’) I(1 + 2r+ * * * +2rk-j-l + r”-j) 
+ I XJ - u(x’) I rk-j(1 + r) 
= Ixj- u(xj) I(1 + 2r+ . . . +2rk-‘+ +J+l). 
Therefore, (2.33) is proved. 
Now, let us prove (2.34). By statements (2.27) and (2.34) of the inductive hypotheses, 
IX k+l _ u(Xk+l)l< IXk+l-u(Xk)I <rIxk-u(xk)I <rk+yXJ-u(Xj)I. 
Thus, (2.34) is also proved. Now, (2.28) is easily deduced from (2.34), (2.35) is a consequence of 
(2.33) and (2.34), and (2.29) is a particular case of (2.35). 
Therefore, for completing the inductive step, it only remains to prove (2.30) for k + 1 instead 
of k. 
11 Ek+l -g(u(Xk+l))ll~llEk+l -4u(xk)) II+ I14u(xk+*)) 4u(xk)) II. 
But xk, xk+’ E Ic2, so u(xk), u(xk+’ ) EYcY~. Therefore, by (2.3) (2.32) and (2.28), 
~~~(U(X~+~))-~(~(X~))~~~L~U(X~+~)-U(X~)~~~~~L~~~X~-~(X~)~~ 
< 2P,y,.Pkcp = 2P,rr(k+Upcp (2.36) 
Now, by (2.14), and the inductive hypotheses, 
11 Ek+l -~(u(xk))/<I/Ek-~(u(xk))I/+C21xk-u(xk)Ip 
G 11 Ek - E( u(x”)) II + c2rpkcp 
<6+(~,+2~Lr~)(l+r~+ * 
Thus, by (2.36), 
11 Ek+l -b(U(Xk+’ )) II < 6 + ( c2 + 2PLrP)(1 + rp t 
+ c,rpkcp + 2pLrp(k+‘)6p 
= 6 + ( c2 + 2PLrP)(1 + rp •t 
+ ( c2 + 2PLrP)rPk6p 
= 6 + ( c2 + 2PLrP)(1 + rp + 
Therefore, the inductive phase of the proof is complete. 
. +rp(k-l))~p + c,rpkCp. 
. . . +rp(k--l))cp 
. . . +rpU--l))cp 
. . . +rP(k-l) + rPk)cP_ 
Now, by (2.32), ard (2.34), (u(x”)) is a Cauchy sequence in 9, which therefore converges to 
some point x * on .!Y’. Thus F( x*) = 0 and x * E A&,. So, taking limits in (2.31) for k + co, we 
have 
IXj- x*1 <2 
Ixj- 4x’) I 
l-r ’ 
Thus, by (2.28), 
2r4 Ixi_ - x*l< l_r’ (2.37) 
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so that 
lim sup 1 xJ -x* I”‘< r. 
;-CC 
Since r < 1, (2.37) and (2.38) complete the proof. 0 
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The following strong bounded deterioration principle will be useful later. 
Lemma 2.7. For all k, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
II E ,+,-~(~(~“+‘))~j~~~E,-b(u(~~))~~+ c2;?;prj;rp Ixk-u(xk)IP. (2.39) 
Proof. Using similar arguments to those employed to prove (2.30), we may prove, by induction 
on j, that 
/I E k+’ - Q(“(xk+J)) 11 4 /IEk - ‘(dXk)) I/ 
+(c2+2PLrP)(1 +rP+ ... +rpCkpl)) Ix”-u(x”) Ip. 
Equation (2.39) is a direct consequence of this inequality. q 
As it happens with square nonlinear systems, the sequences ( Ek) and (+(xk, Ek)) are not 
guaranteed to converge. However, we may prove the following useful stability result. 
Theorem 2.8. lim, em 11 Ek+, - Ek 11 = 0. 
Proof. Let us suppose that the thesis is not true. Then, there exists an infinite set of indexes K,, 
such that 
II&+, - Ek 11 22 Y2 ’ 0 (2.40) 
for all kEK1. 
Let kk be the projection of &(u(xk)) on V, = V(xk, xk+‘). By (2.13), (2.40) and the 
Pythagorean theorem, we have, for k E K,, 
< [/~Ek-&(U(~k))/~+~j~k-&(U(X*))~~]2-Y2+Cf~Xk-U(X~)~2P 
~[//E,-~(~(X”))~~+(.~JX~-~(X~)~~]~+C~~X~-~(X~)~~~-~~ 
~IIE,-b(U(Xk))l12-~y2 
for k 2 k,, k E K,. 
(2.41) 
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Hence, by (2.3), (2.41) and the convergence of o(xk), 
ll J%+* - a( 4xk+1)) 112 G (II&+1 -~(u(Xk))ll+ll~(U(x~+l)) - (x”))ll)* 
G (II&+1 -$(U(Xk))ll+LIu(Xk+1)-U(XI’)Ip)2 
~jlE,-b(u(x~))ll*-tu* (2.42) 
for k 2 k;, k E K,, kh large enough. 
Let us define K, = { k E K, 1 k 2 kh} = {k,, k,, k,, . . . }, where k, < k2 < k, < . . . y and let 
us choose j, such that 
2 
c* + 2LP 
l_rP )/~~-~(u(x*))~~,x*D(x*)~~+( C2:_2r~Y)2,xk-u(xk),2p~~y2 
for k > kjO. Therefore, by (2.39) and (2.42), we have for j >,j,,, 
II 4 
,+,-~(u(x~~+~))I~*~~/E~,-B(u(x~~))~~*-~Y*. 
Hence, the sequence ]] Ek - a( u(x~J)) II* b ecomes negative for some j, which is a contradiction. 
0 
Corollary 2.9. 
i;t I+““, E,,,) - $@, E,c) I= 0. (2.43) 
Proof. Since all the Ek’s and the xk’s lie in compact sets and $I is a continuous function, (2.43) 
follows using Theorem 2.8 and the uniform continuity of $I. 0 
The observation following definition (2.7), enables us to consider, without loss of generality 
and perhaps restricting JV, that rank [+(x, E)] = m for all x E 9, E E JV. Therefore, using the 
same argument as in Corollary 2.9, we may prove the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.10. 
jiir i+(xk+*, Ek+l)+ -O(xk, E,)+l= 0. (2 44) 
Theorem 2.8 and its corollaries allow us to prove a practical sufficient condition of Dennis- 
More type [7], for superlinear convergence. 
Theorem 2.11. Assume that 
lim 
k+oo 
)‘-J(u(xk))](Xk+l-Xk)l 
= 
IX 
k+l 
- Xk 1 
0. (2.45) 
Then, 
IX 
k+l _ 
lim U(Xk+r) I = () 
k+m [Xk- 4x”> I 
(2.46) 
and x k converges R-superlinearly to x * . 
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Proof. Let us first prove (2.46). By (2.27), we have: 
Ix 
k+l _ 
U(Xk+l) 1 = 1 Xk+l - U(Xk+l) 1 I Xk+l- Xk I 
Ixk- 4x”) I Ix k+l -xkI Ix”-u(x”)I 
< Ix k+l-Ubk+l >I IXk+l -u(xk)I+Ixk-u(xk)I 
Ix k+l - xk I Ixk- 4x”) I 
IX 
k+l _ 
< (1 +r> 
u(xk+l) I 
IX k+l -xkI . 
(2.47) 
But, by Lemma 2.2, (2.2) and (2.27), 
Ix 
k+l _ 
u(xk+l) I 
IX k+l - xk I 
k+l) - F(xk) -J( u(xk))(xk+l - x”) 1 
Ix 
k+l 
-xkI 
+ 1 F(xk) + J( u(xk))(xk+l - x”) 1 
Ix 
k+l 
- xk I 1 
MIXk-u(xk)IP+ 
l F(xk) + J( u(xk))(xk+l - x”) 1 
Ix k+l - Xk I I- 
(2.48) 
Now, 
1 F(xk) +&I( u(xk))(xk+l -x”) 1 
IX 
k+l 
- xk I 
< 
JF(xk) + @(Xk, Ek)+(Xk+’ -x”) 1 
Ix k+l - xk I 
+ 
I( ( 
r#I xk+l, Ek+l)+ - $J(Xk, Ek)+)(xk+l -x”) 
IX k+l - xk 1 
+ 
Ek+l)+-J(u(xk)))(xk+l-xk)~ 
IX k+l - xk I 
(2.49) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (2.49) is null by the definition of the algorithm and the 
fact that rank [+(xk, Ek)] = m. The second term tends to zero by (2.44) and the third does by 
the hypothesis (2.45). Therefore (2.46) follows from (2.47)-(2.49). 
Now consider the sequence I xk - x * I. According to (2.33) we see that, for all j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
Ixk-Xk+jI < Ixk-U(Xk)&. 
Therefore, taking limits for j + co, 
Ixk- x* I < Ix”-u(x”) I&. 
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But, by (2.46), the sequence 1 xk - u ( xk) 1 converges Q-superlinearly to zero, and hence, 
IXk- x* 1 converges R-superlinearly to zero. 0 
3. Some particular QN algorithms 
In this section we describe some algorithms of the form (2.17), (2.18). Most of them turn out 
to be generalizations of already known methods for square nonlinear systems. 
Algorithm 3.1. This is the generalization of the (sparse) first method of Broyden and other 
methods for solving nonlinear systems and minimization problems (see [3,4,24,25,28-301). 
Assume that for all x E 3,, J(x) belongs to S, a linear manifold in RmXn. Given xk E Q,, 
B, E S, xk+l and Bktl are obtained as follows: 
X 
k+l= k 
X - BiF(xk), (3.1) 
B k+ 1 is the solution of the problem: (3.2) 
minimize ]I B - B, 11; 
subject to Bs =y, B E S, 
where s = xk+’ - xk, y = F(Xk+l) - F(Xk). 
If m = n, and S is the set of matrices in lRnx” with some special sparsity pattern, this is the 
Broyden-Schubert method [4,24,25,29]. If S is the set of symmetric matrices in lRnx”, it is the 
(undamped) PSB method of Powell [28]. Finally, if S is the set of symmetric matrices with some 
sparsity pattern, (3.1) and (3.2) define the (undamped) method of Marwil-Toint [24,31] in the 
square case. 
Theorem 3.2. Given r > 0, u0 E YI, there exist 6, 6 > 0 such that, if I x0 - u. ( < 6, I B. - J( x0) ( 
-c 6, the sequence defined by (3.1), (3.2) satisfies: 
lx k+‘-~(~k)l <rlxk-u(xk)I, (3.3) 
lx 
k+l _ 
lim U(Xk+l) I = o, 
k-cc IX”-U(X”)) 
and converges R-superlinearly to some point x * E 9,. 
Proof. Define: 
x = [w”X”, 
((aij>, (b(j)) = Ca,jbij for all (a,,>, (b,j) E X, 
i, j 
IIBII = IIBII, for all B E X, 
8(u) =J(u) for all u EY1, 
+(x, B)= B+ for all B E X. 
(3.4 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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Hence, (2.3) follows from (2.1) and (3.7) with L = M. With an appropriate definition for XI, C$ 
is continuous, and verifies (2.7) with I-* = 0. 
V( x, z) is defined as the set of m X n matrices belonging to S, which satisfy B( z - x) = F(z) 
- F(x). 
Observe that j = /,‘J(x + t( z - x) dt belongs to V(x, z) and, by (2.1) 
16J(u(x))I =Ij’[J(x+t(z-x))--J(u(x))] dfl 
0 
< ollJ(x+ t(z-x)) -J(u(x)) ] dt 
J 
< olM~x+t(z-x)-u(x)~pdt@flx-u(x)IP. 
J 
Thus, (2.13) follows from the last inequality using the equivalence of norms in Rmx”. Therefore, 
all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied, so that the sequence is convergent and satisfies 
(3.3). Now, by the definition of the algorithm and (2.2) we have 
I[ ( c#l xk+‘, E,,,)‘-J(o(Xk))](xk+l-xk)l 
Ix 
k+l - xk 1 
zz 
I(@+l)+s -Jb(xk))sl = p,+,s 4Ubk))~l 
= ( F(xk+‘) ?(xk) -,(u(x~))(x~+~“:*), 
IX k+l -xk l 
~M~Xk-U(Xk)IP. 
Therefore (2.45) holds, and hence (3.4) and superlinear convergence are also proved. 0 
Algorithm 3.3. Suppose that we have a problem of type F(x) = 0, where derivatives are not 
difficult to compute, but we want to save time dedicated to linear algebra calculations. For this 
kind of problems it is natural to approximate the Newton iteration xk+’ = xk - 
J(x~)~(J(x~)J(x~)~)-‘F(x~) by an iteration of type xk+’ = xk -J(xk)THkF(xk), where Hktl 
may be obtained from Hk using nonexpensive procedures. This is the aim of Algorithm 3.3. 
Given xk E Do, Hk E Rmxm a real symmetric matrix, Algorithm 3.3 obtains xk+’ and Hktl 
according to: 
X 
k+l = xk -J(x~)~H,F(x~), (3.10) 
H k+l is the solution of the problem: (3.11) 
minimize IIH-HkilF- 
subject to HY = s, H symmetric, 
(3.12) 
where s is an arbitrary vector on R”, y = J(xk”) j( x~+‘)~s. 
Observe that, according to [9,10,14,28], the solution of (3.12) is obtained using the close PSB 
formula 
H k+l 
=H 
k 
+ (S-HkY)YT+Y(s-HkY)T _ (“-HkY)TYYYT. 
Y’Y (Y’Y)’ 
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Theorem 3.4. Given r > 0, u0 E,~P,, there exist C, 8 > 0 such that, if 1 x0 - u. 1 < c, H, symmetric, 
1 H,, - [J(x~)J(x~)~]-’ 1 < 6, the sequence definedby (3.11), (3.12) satisfies (3.3) and converges to 
some point x * E 9, with an R-linear rate at least equal to r. Moreover, lim, ~ ,( Hk+ 1 - Hk) = 0. 
Proof. Define 
x = R”X”, (3.13) 
( . , - >, II . II, as in (3.6), (3.7). 
a(u) = [J(u)J(u)‘]-l for all uESPr, (3.14) 
+(x, H) =J(x)~H for all xE52, HEX, (3.15) 
and let V(x, z) be the set of symmetric m x m matrices which satisfy 
HJ(z)J(z)~s=s, (3.16) 
where s = s( x, z) is an arbitrarily chosen vector in R”. 
The continuity of & is obvious if c is small enough, + is trivially continuous and (2.3) results 
from a direct application of Banach’s lemma (see [13]) and (2.1). Now, 
I-$(u, a(u)).qu) =r-/(U)TIJ(U)J(U)T]-lJ(U) 
Therefore, 
=I-J(u)+J(u). 
I P - IBM e4)l I L@(J(u)T) I = 0. 
Thus, it only remains to prove (2.13). But, by (3.16), 
(3.17) 
[ J(z)J(z)T] -I E v(x, z). 
And, by (2.1), 
(J(Mz)T-J(U(x))J(v(x))T] +(Mz)T-J(z)J(~(x))T] 
+~J(M~(x))T-J(~(x))J(v(x))T] 
G I44 I)J(4T-Jb(x~IT/ 
+ IJb> -44x)) IIJbwTI 
~~IJ~~~l+IJ~~~~~~ll~l~-~~~~lP 
~~~IJ~~~l+lJ~~~~~~llI~-~~~~lP. (3.18) 
Thus, (2.13) follows using Banach’s lemma and (3.18). 
Hence, Algorithm 3.3 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 2.6 and 2.8, and so, the desired 
result is proved. 0 
The definition of Algorithm 3.3 allows an arbitrary choice of the vector s. Observe that even 
the trivial choice s = 0 is permitted, in which case the algorithm reduces to the iteration 
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xk+’ = xk -J(x~)~H~F(x~). H owever, we may ask if there are natural choices of s, which lead 
to superlinear convergence. This question is answered in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. If, in Algorithm 3.3, s is chosen as - Hk F( xk), the sequence satisfies (2.45) and 
converges R-superlinearly to x * . 
Proof. First, let us observe that 
+(xk+‘, Hk+l)+ = H,;‘,[ J(x~+‘)J(x~+‘)~] -‘J(xk+‘). 
Therefore, 
,(xk+‘, Hk+l)+(~k+l -x”) 
(3.19) 
= -H,;‘,[ J(xk+‘)J(xk+’ )‘] -lJ(xk+‘)J(xk)THkF(xk). 
Thus, 
I[+(xk+l, H,,,)+-J(V(Xk))](XkC1-Xk)l 
= 
I [ 
-H;-_tll J(xk+‘)J(x k+l)T] -l/(xk+l)J(xk)THkF(xk) -.I( v(xk))(xk+’ - x”) 1 
< IH$HkF(xk) +J( v(xk))(xk+l - x”) ( 
+ H& 
I [ 
J(xk+‘)J(x k+l)T] -lJ(~k+‘)[/(~k) -J(xk+‘)lTHkFk(xk) /. (3.20) 
But, by (3.16), (3.10), 
IH,-,!,HkF(xk)+~(v(xk))(xk+‘-xk)I 
=IJ(x’+‘)J(x~+‘)~H~F(x~) +J(u(xk))(xk+l -xk)I 
=~.J(x~+~)J(x~+~)~‘H~F(x~) -.l(v(x”))J(~~)~H~F(~lr)/ 
~~J(~(x~))J(~(x~))~-J(x~+~)J(x~+~)~~~H~F(~~)~ 
~~J(v(X~))J(v(X~))T-~(X*+~)J(X~+~)T~~(J(x~)~(x~)~)-1J(x~)/,X*t~-x~~, 
(3.21) 
and 
/ H,;‘,[ J(xk+‘)J(x k+i)T] -‘.I( x”“)[ .I( x”) - J( xkqTHk F( x”) / 
< 1 H;;l li[ J(xk)J(xk)‘] -lJ(xk+‘) / 1 J(xk) -J(xk+l) 1 1 HkF(xk) 1 
<(H& I/[ J(x”)J(x~)~] -‘J(xk”) 1 ( J(xk) -J(xk+l) I 
xI(/(x”)J(xk)T)-lJ(x*)/Ix”“-xkl. (3.22) 
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Hence, the desired result follows from Theorem 2.11, using (3.20)-(3.22) and the convergence of 
(Xk). 0 
Algorithm 3.6. Unlike the previous ones, Algorithm 3.6 is not a superlinearly convergent method. 
Instead, it is defined as a nonlinear Quasi-Newton generalization of the method of Cimmino [6] 
for solving linear systems of equations. Hence, we call it the QN-Cimmino method. 
Consider the system F(x) = 0 divided into q blocks F,, . . . , F4, so that c : L?, + R”J, m, 
+ . . . + m4 = m. Accordingly, define J, = q ‘. Suppose that for all x E 52,, A(x) E S,, a linear 
manifold in X. Given xk E s2,, Bf E RmjXn, i = l,..., q, we define xk+‘, B,k+‘, i = l,..., q, as 
follows: 
Xk+l = Xk _ xl Bk [(I + 1 >..-, h$tf)+]Fbk)> 
Bk+l being the solution of the problem: I 
minimize l/B, - BYIF 
subject to B,(xk+’ -x”) =4(x”“) - <(x”), B, E S,, 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
where h,,...,X, are fixed positive numbers such that CX, = 1. 
Of course, (3.23) means that xk+’ - x k is a convex combination of the minimum norm 
solutions of B,s = -&(xk), i = 1,. . . , q. When q = 1, Algorithm 3.6 reduces to Algorithm 3.1. 
When q = m, and 9, reflects the sparsity pattern of J,, (3.23) and (3.24) have the following 
interesting interpretation: since m, = 1, i = 1,. . . , q, the matrix 
is exactly 
Bk+l 1 
I 
Bk+’ 
m 
the one produced by the Broyden-Schubert update. Moreover (3.23) takes the form 
X 
k+l _ - Xk - 
h(WT A,(B:)T F( “> 
IB;12 “**’ /B,“l’ x . 
I 
(3.25) 
Hence, we may interpret (3.25) as a simplification of Schubert’s method, with the pseudoinverse 
of B, replaced by the simpler matrix 
Let us now prove a local convergence theorem for this algorithm. 
Theorem 3.7. There exists r * -C 1 such that, given r E (r*, l), u0 E Yl, we can find 6, 6 > 0 such 
that if jx”-uoI CC, IBlo-~(xo)I ~6, i=l,..., m, the sequence defined by (3.23), (3.24) 
satisfies (3.3) and converges to sonic point x * ~9’~ with an R-linear rate equal to r. 
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Proof. If u E Y,, u E .GJ?( J( u)~), ] r ] 4 1, we have (see [23]) 
I[I- (A,J,(u)+,..., LJA4+)44] u( < 1. 
Now 
r=(uE(W”)~E~(J(~)~)forsomeuE~~, ]u]Sl) 
is a compact set on IL!“. Therefore, we may define 
r* = maxl[I- (h,J,(u)+,...,h_J_(u)+)J(u)]ul< 1. 
OEl- ‘1 
UE9, 
Now, define 
X= R”‘X” x 
II(B,,..., BJ II 2 = II 4 
product, 
. . . x IWmqxn, 
112 + ... + 11 B,]];, with (. , . ) being the obviously associated scalar 
8(u) = (J,(u),..., J,(u)) for 24fYi, 
@(x, B,,..., B,) = (&Bt,...,A,B,t)> 
and let V(x, z) be the set of q-tuples in X which satisfy 
B;(z-x)=c.(z)-e.(x), B,E~;, i=l,..., q. 
Of course, (2.3) follows easily from (2.1) and the definition of a(u), and $I is a continuous 
function, if JV is small enough. Therefore, it remains to prove (2.13). 
But, b,y trivial calculations, we see_ that if ij = /,‘J(x + t( z - x)) dt, i = 1,. . . , q, then 
(i i,...,Bq)~V(x,z) and by (2.1), II(B,,...,B,)-(J,(v(x)),...,J,(u(x)))ll ~c,Ix-~(x)Ip 
for a suitably defined constant c3_ 
Therefore, all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied, and so, Theorem 3.7 is proved. 0 
4. Numerical experiments 
Consider the problem of finding an interior point of the polytope P = { z > 0, AZ = b}, 
A E RrnX”. This problem turned out to be a very important one, in the last few years, due to the 
increasing development of interior-point methods for linear programming (see [19]). 
Using the nonlinear transformation z = ex (z, = exl, i = 1,. . . , n), the problem is equivalent to 
finding a solution of the nonlinear system 
A e”=b. (4.1) 
We generated randomly problems of type (4.1), according to the following specifications. 
Case I. The coefficients of A were generated randomly in the range [ - 10, lo]. A random 
positive solution z * of AZ = b, was generated with z,* E (0, O.Ol), and the initial point z0 
(z” = exO) was generated with random entries between 0 and 10. 
Case II. The difference with Case I was that zi* E [0, l] and zo = ty + 0,, with 0, randomly 
generated in [0, 11. Therefore, Case I may be considered a “difficult problem” and Case II an 
“easy problem”. 
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Table 1 
Mean number of iterations of Algorithms (a)-(d) 
Method (a) (b) (c) (d) 
Case I 9 31 21 21 
Case II 4 24 12 12 
We tested the following algorithms: 
(a) “Newton’s” method ( xk+l = xk - J( x”)+F( xk)). 
(b) “Newton’s modified” method (xk+l = xk - J( x”)+F( xk)). (Observe that the convergence 
theorem for this algorithm follows easily from Theorem 2.6, defining I’( x, z) = F!!’ x”.) 
(c) The Quasi-Newton method defined by Algorithm 3.1. 
(d) The Quasi-Newton method defined by Algorithm 3.3. 
In Case I, Algorithms (b), (c) and (d) were restarted with a Newton iteration when k is a 
multiple of 10. 
We ran more than 100 tests with problems of size 5 X 10, 10 X 20, 20 X 40 and 40 X 80. 
Surprisingly, the mean number of iterations for convergence did not depend on the problem size. 
The results are described in Table 1. 
Convergence was declared when ]I F(x) ]I o. < 10e4. 
5. Final remarks 
In this paper we describe a general framework for Quasi-Newton methods applied to 
underdetermined nonlinear sytems of equations. This theory seems to be comprehensive enough 
to accomplish most least-change secant type adaptations of Quasi-Newton methods to the 
underdetermined case. We included descriptions of two particular superlinear algorithms and 
one linearly convergent “Cimmino-Broyden” algorithm, which may be implemented taking 
advantage of parallel architectures. Numerical experiments suggest that superlinear algorithms 
are promising, at least when applied to important nonlinear systems derived from linear 
feasibility problems. The empirically observed independence of the number of iterations with 
respect to the size of the problem is very intriguing and it suggests that utilization of these 
methods are large-scale problems. Among the possible theoretical extensions of the results 
introduced here, we see Quasi-Newton adaptations of Brent-Brown type methods [1,2,12,20] to 
the underdetermined case. In fact, at least Brent’s generalized method has been for a long time 
used with m < n (see [21]) without a solid justification. We believe that the ideas contained in 
this paper lead to such an extension. It should also be of interest to apply the theory of Section 2 
to the extension of partitioned Quasi-Newton methods (see [15-18,321) to the underdetermined 
case. 
While this paper was being revised we came across the paper of Walker and Watson [33]. In 
this paper the authors also introduce a family of least-change secant methods which intersects 
our family in Algorithm 3.1. The convergence results of Walker and Watson are of Kantorovich 
type, therefore they are complementary to ours. 
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